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 Cross Cribb
by OUTSET MEDIA

ISBN: 614399000017
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Outset Media
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

CrossCribb® is the exciting strategy game that takes the traditional favorite, Cribbage, and multiplies the fun times five. CrossCribb® uses conventional
Cribbage scoring rules, but the similarities end there as you try to build five high scoring cribbage hands while trying to sabotage your opponents' hands. It's
easy to learn, but difficult to master. It's CrossCribb® !Build your hands across the rows, criss-crossing cards with those of your opponent who is building
hands in the columns perpendicular to your rows. One card at a time, the importance of placement, strategy and luck magnifies as the hands take shape. Do
you go for points, or play defense? It's high-scoring, fast-paced action as you try to outwit your opponents and work with your teammates. But watch out!
Fortunes change at the turn of a card in CrossCribb®!CrossCribb® can be played with two to six players, or play stimulating CrossCribb™ Solitaire.
Durable color CrossCribb® game board, high-quality CrossCribb card deck, 2 scoring pads, pencil, die and full scoring rules included. The game also
includes rules for exciting variations: CrossCribb® BASIC TRAINING, CrossCribb® 20:20, CrossCribb® DoubleTrouble, CrossPoker Solitaire, Killer
CrossCribb®, and CrossPoker for 2+ players.Whether you're an experienced Cribbage player or new to the game, you'll find CrossCribb® is an easy but
challenging twist on an old favorite that's positively addicting!

 Dominion
by RIO GRANDE GAMES

ISBN: 655132003704
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Rio Grande Games
Pub. Date: 2008-05-01
Pages: 
Price: $45.50

You are a monarch, like your parents before you, a ruler of a small pleasant kingdom of rivers and evergreens. Unlike your parents, however, you have hopes
and dreams!You want a bigger and more pleasant kingdom, with more rivers and a wider variety of trees. You want a Dominion! In all directions lie fiefs,
freeholds, and feodums. All are small bits of land, controlled by petty lords and verging on anarchy. You will bring civilization to these people, uniting them
under your banner.But wait! It must be something in the air; several other monarchs have had the exact same idea. You must race to get as much of the
unclaimed land as possible, fending them off along the way. To do this you will hire minions, construct buildings, spruce up your castle, and fill the coffers
of your treasury. Your parents wouldn’t be proud, but your grandparents, would be delighted.

 Dutch Blitz Card Game
by LION RAMPNAT

ISBN: 014698002017
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: EVANGEL PUBLISHING HOUSE #559
Pub. Date: 1993-06-07
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

A Vonderful Goot Game!Each player gets one of the four decks of 40 cards each. Each deck has a different design on the back (carriage, pump, pail, and
plow) to designate players cards. Each player has three cards placed on the table in front of them (post piles) along with a pile of 10 cards (blitz pile). Players
try to form sequences of cards (in ascending order, by color) in the center of the table starting from one up to ten. Quickest player to get rid of his blitz pile
calls BLITZ and play stops. Cards in center of table count for 1 point each, cards left in blitz pile count for -2 points each. First player to 75 wins. Fast paced
fun for everyone.
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 Kingdom Builder

by QUEEN GAMES

ISBN: 4010350608333
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $66.75

Winner of the Spiel des Jahres (Game of the Year) for 2012.
In Kingdom Builder, the players create their own kingdoms by skillfully building their settlements, aiming to earn the most gold at the end of the game.Nine
different kinds of terrain are on the variable game board, including locations and castles. During his turn, a player plays his terrain card and builds three
settlements on three hexes of this kind. If possible, a new settlement must be built next to one of that player’s existing settlements. When building next to a
location, the player may seize an extra action tile that he may use from his next turn on. These extra actions allow extraordinary actions such as moving your
settlements.By building next to a castle, the player will earn gold at the end of the game, but the most gold will be earned by meeting the conditions of the
three Kingdom Builder cards; these three cards (from a total of ten in the game) specify the conditions that must be met in order to earn the much-desired
gold, such as earning gold for your settlements built next to water hexes or having the majority of settlements in a sector of the board.Each game, players
will use a random set of Kingdom Builder cards (3 of 10), special actions (4 of 8), and terrain sectors to build the map (4 of 8), ensuring you won't play the
same game twice!

 The Pillars Of The Earth Board Game
by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 029877041039
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $58.00

The Pillars of the Earth is based on the bestselling novel by Ken Follett.At the beginning of the 13th century, construction of the greatest and most beautiful
cathedral in England begins. Players are builders who try to contribute the most to this cathedral's construction and, in so doing, score the most victory
points. Gameplay roughly consists of using workers to produce raw materials, and then using craftsmen to convert the materials into victory points. Workers
may also be used to produce gold, the currency of the game. Players are also given three master builders each turn, each of which can do a variety of tasks,
including recruiting more workers, buying or selling goods, or just obtaining victory points. Getting early choices with a master builder costs gold, as does
purchasing better craftsmen. Players must strike a balance between earning gold to fund their purchases and earning victory points.

 Star Trek Catan
Star Trek
by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 9781569052556
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $55.00

On behalf of the Federation, you explore space with your starships and build outposts and starbases near valuable planets. There you extract important
resources such as the coveted dilithium. But the Federation has also sent out other expeditions.Therefore, you have to be wary of competitors - and of the
Klingons, who want to give the players a hard time. With the aid of Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock, however, keeping the opponents in check and
outperforming competitors should be an easy task. With this in mind: Live long and prosper!Star Trek Catan is basically a direct adaptation of “The Settlers
of Catan” Base Game. But what would Star Trek be without its protagonists Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock? That's why Star Trek Catan also contains the card
set “Helpers of Catan” – the set was adapted to the Star Trek universe, of course. The players thus receive direct support from Kirk, Spock, McCoy, and
another 7 famous Star Trek characters.Illustrator and Star Trek fan Franz Vohwinkel provided completely new illustrations of all printed game components,
including the characters, based on motifs from the popular TV series and the movies with William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. Hence, Star Trek Catan is
set in the second half of the 23rd century, the classic Star Trek era.
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 Word On The Street

by OUT OF THE BOX

ISBN: 659390017930
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

The Hilarious Tug of Words!On each turn, one team flips over a category card. Team members frantically brainstorm words that fit the category while the
opposition tries to sidetrack them. The team must agree on a word and pull each letter of that word one lane closer to their side of the street, all before the
time runs out. Word on the Street™ will have you in the fast lane to fun!
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